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Carnival says caring for cruise disaster
victims
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(Reuters) - Carnival Corp & plc, whose luxury liner

How to slay corruption
What's the best way for India to combat corruption:
punish the culprits or make government so transparent
that it is hard for bribery to find places to latch onto in
the first place? The answer is both, write Reuters
columnists Jeff Glekin and Hugo Dixon. Full Article

Costa Concordia capsized off the coast of Italy last
week, said it was providing lodging, refunds and
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other support to people affected by the accident,
even as some public relations executives criticized
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the company's handling of the situation.
Follow Reuters

"I give my personal assurance that we will take care of each and every one
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of our guests, crew and their families affected by this tragic event," Carnival
days after the incident that left 11 people dead and 22 missing.
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Costa Cruise Lines, a unit of Carnival and operator of the ship, has been
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arranging lodging and transportation for passengers and crew members to
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Chief Executive Micky Arison said in a statement late on Wednesday - five
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return home, and has offered assistance and counseling as needed. It has
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also begun refunding passengers their cruise fares and all costs incurred
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while on board.
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The company also said it was contacting every passenger and crew

Inside the Costa
Concordia

member or their family and will be addressing personal possessions lost on
board.
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Public relations experts have chastised Carnival for being slow to address the disaster and vague
about its response and efforts to prevent similar incidents in the future.
On a scale of one to 10, with 10 being "outstanding," Carnival's public relations strategy in the
immediate wake of the disaster gets a four, said Allyson Stewart-Allen, director of International
Marketing Partners, a consulting firm.

Coup Attempt

"It wasn't quick, it wasn't specific, it wasn't reassuring," Stewart-Allen said, noting that Carnival's first

Bangladesh army says foils coup
attempt against government.
Full Article

statement, released on Saturday nearly 24 hours after the Costa Concordia liner struck rock

iBooks 2
Apple rolls out digital textbook
service iBooks 2. Full Article

causing it to capsize, did not quote a specific person.
Subsequent statements on Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday quoted Arison, who has been in
continuous contact with executives in Italy, but has not flown there himself.
Arison, who also owns the Miami Heat NBA team, has written six messages on Twitter mentioning
the tragedy, but Evan Nierman, founder of Florida public relations firm Red Banyan Group said that
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was not enough.

Pakistan to re-open NATO route,
Taliban talks falter. Full Article

"If he's the point person, I would want a constant flow of information - Twitter, Facebook, talking to
reporters, letting them know what's going on. I would have him out there in a real way. He needs to
be in front of cameras, he needs to be meeting with people, he needs to show that he's in charge of
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the situation."

Advertisers keep faith with
struggling cricket stars.
Full Article

A statement on Wednesday from Costa Cruises, owned by Carnival, said the Italian company
commissioned salvage experts in the hours after the accident to draw up a plan to recover the fuel
reserves from the ship before they leak into the water.
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(Reporting By Martinne Geller in New York; Editing by Steve Orlofsky, Andre Grenon, Gary Hill)
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